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Abstract—At ACM CCS 2008, Rasmussen and Čapkun introduced a distance-bounding protocol [22] (henceforth RČ protocol)
where the prover and verifier use simultaneous transmissions
and the verifier counts the delay between sending a challenge
(starting with a hidden marker) and receiving the response. Thus,
the verifier is able to compute an upper bound on the distance
separating it and the prover. Distance bounding protocols should
resist to the most classical types of attacks such as distance fraud
and mafia fraud. In mafia fraud, a man-in-the-middle adversary
attempts to prove to a legitimate verifier that the prover is in
the verifier’s proximity, even though the prover is in reality far
away and does not wish to run the protocol. The RČ protocol
was only claiming to resist distance fraud attacks. In this paper,
we show a concrete mafia fraud attack against the RČ protocol,
which relies on replaying the prover nonce which was used in
a previous session between a legitimate prover and the verifier.
This attack has a large probability of success. We propose a new
protocol called LPDB that is not vulnerable to the presented
attack. It offers state-of-the-art security in addition to the notion
of location privacy achieved by the RČ protocol.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks are powerful strategies
towards breaking the security of authentication protocols. In
authentication scenarios, a prover proves its legitimacy to a
verifier, and the basic security requirement is resistance to
impersonation attacks, i.e. the adversary (who is not legitimate) should not be able to impersonate a legitimate prover.
However, by relaying messages between a legitimate prover
(who is unaware of the attack) and a legitimate verifier, a
MITM adversary always succeeds in impersonating the prover.
Distance-bounding protocols were introduced in 1993 by
Brands and Chaum [6] as a countermeasure against MITM
attacks. Their idea relies on the observation that, in having to
process and then relay transmissions between the prover and
the verifier, the adversary has some non-negligible delay in
his responses. Thus, if a verifier is equipped with a clock and
measures the time-of-flight for challenges and responses, it is
able to detect relay attacks. Essentially thus, distance-bounding
protocols are an extension of authentication protocols, where
the verifier accepts the prover as legitimate if (1) the prover
proves to the verifier that it is in the verifier’s neighborhood,
and (2) the transmission time of the prover’s responses is
upper-bounded by some threshold value tmax . We should note
here that distance-bounding works best in scenarios where
transmissions are fast and can be assumed to take constant

time (e.g. transmissions at light speed for radio waves).
Distance-bounding is a well-researched area of cryptography [1], [3]–[10], [12], [13], [15], [17]–[20], [23], [24], [26],
though the approach in most works is mostly informal. The
two formal frameworks due to Avoine et al. [3] and Dürholz
et al. [15] both concur in defining distance-bounding as an
authentication protocol where the verifier is convinced that
the prover is in its neighborhood. Both frameworks describe
the following four attacks for distance-bounding protocols:
D ISTANCE F RAUD : The dishonest prover wants to cheat
the verifier’s clock and prove that it is within the threshold
distance when it is in fact farther away.
M AFIA F RAUD : The MITM adversary can leech information from the honest prover P in order to prove to the honest
verifier V that P is in proximity although he is far away.
T ERRORIST F RAUD : Here the dishonest prover colludes
with the adversary A in order to help A successfully pass
the protocol. The restriction is that once the dishonest prover
stops helping, A should not be able to prove that the prover
is in the verifier’s neighborhood. In particular, the dishonest
prover is not allowed to disclose the secret key to A.
I MPERSONATION S ECURITY: This requirement is a recent
idea, first introduced by Avoine and Tchamkerten [5]. Here,
the adversary should not be able to impersonate the prover to
the verifier, assuming that no pure relay is used.
It is easy to realize the significance of distance-bounding
protocols if we take under consideration real-world applications such as bankcards and access control to cars. RFID
protocols are frequently used by car manufacturers for the
locking/unlocking system in cars. However, it has been shown
that these protocols are susceptible to relay attacks [16].
Payment with bankcards [14] are also vulnerable to relay attacks. The main countermeasure against this type of attacks is
distance-bounding protocols [14]. Thus, there is an increasing
need to use secure distance bounding protocols in order to
achieve security and reliability in real-world applications.
Cremers et al. [11] presented a new attack called distance
hijacking, which involves an honest and a dishonest prover.
The idea is that the dishonest prover uses the honest prover in
order to commit distance fraud. Since the standard distancebounding scenario only consists of a single prover and verifier,
this attack is out of scope for models such as [3] and [15].
Distance-bounding protocols typically consist of an initial-

ization phase, in which the verifier’s clock is not used, and of a
rapid bit exchange (RBE) or distance bounding phase, where
the verifier challenges the prover and measures the time-offlight until it receives the prover’s response. Typically this is
done on a round-to-round basis [5]–[7], [19]–[21].
However, in 2008, Rasmussen and Čapkun introduced a
distance-bounding protocol that aimed to also achieve location privacy. This protocol (the RČ protocol, in short) uses
simultaneous transmissions between the prover and verifier,
therefore we do not speak of round-based challenges and
responses. During the initialization phase, both the prover and
the verifier compute a hidden marker M . During the distance
bounding phase, the prover and verifier begin by sending out
random transmissions (in a continuous, simultaneous stream).
At some point, the verifier will send the hidden marker and
then a randomly-chosen challenge, and will count the delay
(in bits) until it receives the response. Thus, the verifier
is able to upper-bound its distance from the prover; since
we assume constant, fast transmission speeds, the notion of
time distance is well defined and corresponds to a physical
distance between two parties. We note that the hidden marker
is encrypted and signed using two shared secret keys: thus,
some measure of authentication is automatically achieved.
Rasmussen and Čapkun claim that this protocol is not to be
used for authentication, even though it is based on a secret
key. This obviously suggests that it offers little security.
Recently Aumasson et al. [2] showed an attack against this
scheme, which relies on replaying the nonces chosen by the
prover and verifier. This passive dictionary attack may lead to
revealing the location of the prover and the verifier. Nevertheless, this attack has a complexity which is exponential in terms
of the size of the used nonces and thus, it can be deployed
only after eavesdropping a very high number of sessions.
Our Contribution: In this paper we show an efficient mafia
fraud attack against the RČ protocol. The attacker first eavesdrops on an honest session between the legitimate prover and
the legitimate verifier, then it tries to replay the same nonce
as the one used by the prover in a subsequent attempt to pass
the protocol. This attack can be run in a mafia fraud setting,
to relay the credential of a far away prover to the verifier,
which is what distance bounding was meant to avoid. The
key vulnerability here is that the prover’s and the verifier’s
messages during the initialization phase are independent of
each other, and can thus be replayed. The success of the
attack depends on the probability that the adversary guesses
the length offsets of the challenge, resp. the response, in the
adversary’s and resp. the prover’s attempts to pass the protocol.
Guessing the time offset depends on an adversary’s ability to
guess the location of the prover.
II. P RELIMINARIES
We consider distance-bounding protocols as outlined in
[15], i.e. we consider a single prover P and a single verifier
V which share a key K generated by some key generation
algorithm Kg. The mafia adversary is a MITM type of adversary, which we denote by A. The adversary may eavesdrop

on distance-bounding executions between P and V, and may
interact with each of the two parties.
The RČ protocol aims to achieve location privacy. While
we do not discuss the topic of location privacy, distancebounding is automatically associated with some measurements
of relative distance between parties. In general, for two parties
A and B, we denote by ∆tpA, B q the time distance between
A and B, i.e. the time it takes for a bit to travel the distance
between A and B. We note that, for messages consisting
of multiple bits, the sending and receiving times of two
different bits of this message may be distinct, depending on
the communication protocol used between the two parties.
As far as the communication model goes, we simply note
that when an adversary A, placed at distance ∆tpA, S q from
a sender S eavesdrops on the transmission of a single bit b
between the sender S and a receiver R (in practice, the sender
could be either the honest prover or the honest verifier), the bit
is eavesdropped by the adversary with a delay corresponding to
that time distance. Concretely, if a bit b is sent at time ts by S,
it is received by the receiver R at time tr  ts ∆tpR, S q, and
eavesdropped by the adversary at time trA  ts ∆tpA, S q.
We use these notations in the description of our attack.
Furthermore, we note that the success of our attack depends on the adversary’s ability to eavesdrop on (and fully
reconstruct fragments of) an execution of the RČ protocol
between an honest prover and an honest verifier. Rasmussen
and Čapkun [22] suggest the use of frequency hopping as a
countermeasure to eavesdropping attacks. However, we note
that an adversary could simply eavesdrop on all possible
frequencies at the same time using for instance a sniffer [25]
and subsequently reconstruct the transmission. Thus, we do not
consider frequency hopping as an impediment to our attack.
III. T HE RČ P ROTOCOL
In what follows, we outline the distance-bounding protocol
due to Rasmussen and Čapkun [22]. This protocol runs in two
consecutive phases, at the end of which the verifier V upperbounds the distance between itself and the prover P. The two
parties share a secret key K for encryption and authentication.
Initially, the prover and verifier run the so-called initialization
phase, where the hidden marker M is generated by the verifier
and sent (as part of an encryption) to the prover. Subsequently,
the two parties run the distance bounding phase.
The protocol uses a symmetric encryption scheme pKGen,
Enc, Decq, and an unforgeable MAC algorithm.
Initialization Phase:
Step 1: The prover P generates a random nonce NP of
length n. It then computes the encryption EncK pP, V, NP q
where P and V denotes the identities of P and V correspondingly. The prover also calculates the MAC of NP (i.e.
MACpNP q) and sends the concatenation of the two values (i.e.
c1  EncK pP, V, NP q}MACpNP q) to the verifier V.
Step 2: V receives the value c1 , generates a random variable
M of length m that is called hidden marker and computes the encryption EncK pP, V, NP q as well as the MAC
of the concatenation of NP and M (i.e. MACpNP }M ).

Finally he sends the concatenation of the two results (i.e.
c2  EncK pP, V, NP q}MACpNP }M q). Finally the verifier V
generates a random nonce NV of length n.
Step 3: P decrypts the value ĉ2 and checks that the MAC.
If so, the distance bounding phase is run as below; else, the
protocol aborts.
Distance Bounding (DB) Phase: In this phase P and V
transmit simultaneously, in a constant bit stream. The verifier
V transmits a stream streamV as follows:
streamV : RandV1 }M }NV }RandV2 .
The beginning time of this transmission is random. However,
it seems that this bit stream is transmitted simultaneously with
a stream streamP generated by the prover P such that:
streamP : RandV1 ` RandP1 }M̂ ` RandP2 }

` NP }RandV ` RandP
: RandP }N̂V ` NP }RandP ,
it holds that RandP : RandV ` RandP and
: RandV ` RandP . We note that the prover
N̂V
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P parses the received bits from the stream streamV and
sends its own transmission of streamP at the same time;
however the two parties begin their simultaneous continuous
bit stream exchange at a random time. The distance-bounding
properties of the protocol rely on the fact that P’s response is
asynchronous. We describe this process in five steps:
1) V generates and sends random data (RandV1 ) to P. As
P receives this data, it XORs the received bits with random
data generated by itself and responds with the resulting stream
(RandV1 `RandP1 ). Depending on when P really starts, some
leading bits of RandV1 may be ignored by P (if P starts later)
or some extra leading 0’s may be added by P (if P starts
earlier).
2) At some randomly selected point, unspecified by [22], V
starts transmitting the hidden marker M , which the P also
XORs with random data (M̂ ` RandP2 ), sending this as part
of its stream.
3) After M is fully transmitted, V starts sending NV (i.e. the
nonce it generated during the initialization phase) to P. The
prover, who has also computed the hidden marker M , will
expect NV to be transmitted after the transmission of M . When
M stops, the prover XORs the subsequent received bits (which
we denote N̂V ) with its own random nonce NP , sending in
its continuous stream the value (N̂V ` NP ).
4) After finishing the transmission of NV , the verifier V restarts
transmitting random data RandV2 , to which the prover P
responds by XORing this data with random values of its own
as follows: RandV2 ` RandP3 . Both parties continue sending
random data for a random interval, then stop transmitting.
Again, depending on whether P halts before or after V, some
tailing bits are ignored or some extra are added by P.
5) At the end of this phase, the verifier V counts the number
of bits it received between sending the first bit of NV and
receiving the first bit of the value NV ` N̂P . This delay can
be translated into an upper bound on the distance ∆t(P, V)
by using the bit rate and the process delay.

Notes on the protocol: Note that the XORing process is
wholly unnecessary in this protocol: in fact, the prover could
simply respond by transmitting random data and, after the
hidden marker M is received, it could simply reply with the
value N̂V ` NP . If the messages should be both encrypted
and MACed, we suggest using state-of-the-art symmetric
authenticated encryption.
IV. D ESCRIPTION OF THE ATTACK
P
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Fig. 1.

Mafia fraud Attack.

The attack can be discriminated in two stages: the man-inthe-middle stage and the guess stage. More precisely:
Stage 1: Man-in-the-middle
In this stage, the adversary A acts as a man-in-the-middle
when the protocol is run between a legitimate prover P and a
legitimate verifier V.
More precisely, the prover P sends some value c1 (i.e.
EncK pP, V, NP q}MACpNP q). The adversary acting as a
MITM relays c1 to the verifier V. The verifier V responds with
a value c2 (i.e. EncK pP, V, M, NV , NP q}MACpM }NV }NP q)
where M , NV , NP are used for the hidden marker and the
random nonces generated by the prover P and the verifier V
respectively and the adversary relays these messages.
During the distance bounding phase, A relays streamV to
P and replies to V with a stream of bits picked at random. P
and V send streamP and resp. streamV such that:
streamV  Rand1 }M }NV }Rand2 , and

 Rand3 }NV ` NP }Rand4 .
where Randi , for i P t1, 2, 3, 4u, denotes random data sent
streamP

either by the prover P or the verifier V. It holds that:

pstreamV }0q ` Shiftp pstreamP }0q  Rand5 }NP }Rand6 }0
(1)

where 0 denotes a bit stream of infinite length with only 0
bits, and p denotes a necessary offset which depends on when
P and V start sending their transmission. Shiftk psq denotes a
function that performs a shift of a stream s for k bits; k can be
positive or negative and thus, the shift is performed right or left
correspondingly. More precisely, the offset p depends on the
random time tP at which the prover P starts its transmission,
the time tA at which the adversary A starts its transmission
and the time tVP depending on the time distance ∆tpP, Aq
that is required for a message (consisting of possibly many
bits) to be transmitted from the adversary A to the prover P.
Thus, the offset p is given by the following equation:
p  ptA

tAP

 tP q  f

where f denotes the number of bits sent per second during
the distance bounding phase between the prover P and the
verifier V. We assume in this paper that f is the same for P
and V. Note that tP is random in the RČ protocol.
If we assume that the adversary A can physically observe
the location of P, this means it can also deduce the time tAP
and then the time tP from the reception time of streamP .
Thus, it can calculate the value of p. If we assume an adversary
A that only knows the location of the verifier, this adversary
may just make a guess for p. Note that p is bounded by the
length of streamP and streamV , so it must be small in order
for the protocol to be efficient.
The adversary A also makes a guess for the random position
L of NP in the stream streamV ` Shiftp pstreamP q (i.e.
equation (1)) and deduces a value NP1 based on this guess.
If the position L was guessed correctly, then the adversary
can deduce NP exactly.
At this point, the adversary has stored the value c1 and a
mapping pp, Lq ÞÑ NP1 . If the values p and L are correct, then
NP1  NP . Note that stronger adversaries, who are aware of
the prover’s position, know the correct offset p and thus do
not need to guess it.
Stage 2: Guess
This second stage is depicted in Figure 1 and labeled as
“repeat”. Here, the adversary A starts a new session with the
verifier V and sends as its first message the eavesdropped
values c1 . Note that this allows the adversary to replay the
same NP , regardless of how secure the encryption and the
signature schemes are.
The verifier V will generate its own (fresh) nonce and
hidden marker. Thus, the values used in this session are M 1 ,
NP , and NV1 . In the distance bounding phase of this session,
the verifier V sends a new stream of bits stream1V such that:
stream1V

 Rand11 }M 1 }NV1 }Rand12 .

In turn, the adversary A makes a guess for p and L and responds with its own bitstream streamA computed as follows:
streamA

 Shiftq pstream1V q ` pNP1 }NP1 } . . . }NP1 q

where NP1 denotes the value that the adversary A has guessed
for NP in Stage 1 and q is a required alignment (compensating

for the distance between the verifier and the adversary). The
alignment q must be chosen such that A is sure that the value
NV1 ` NP1 is included in streamA . In other words, the length
(L1 ) of the Rand11 , i.e. the number of random bits transmitted
in the guess stage before the hidden marker M 1 is sent, is a
multiple of the length of NP .
Thus, the verifier V should be able to calculate the value of
the offset q such that it satisfies the following condition:
q  p|M 1 | L1 q mod |NP |.
This stage repeats until the attack succeeds.
Insight: the offset q: The offset q need not be equal
to the length (in bits) of Rand11 ||M 1 . Instead, we write
|pRand11 ||M 1 q|  k  n q, where n is the length of the prover
and verifier nonces. Since q is a remainder of the division by
n, it follows that it can take values between 0 and n  1, and
can be guessed with probability n1 . Consequently, if the offset
q is guessed accurately, the verifier will receive the response
NP1 ` NV1 upon transmitting NV1 . Thus, if the adversary’s guess
of NP is accurate, the attack succeeds.
Attack scenarios: The attack can be launched in different
scenarios depending on the location of the legitimate prover
P. One scenario might include an adversary A whose goal is
to impersonate (stage 2) a legitimate prover P after having
eavesdropped (stage 1) a session between P and V. In such a
scenario the prover P is in the range of the verifier V (depicted
in Figure 2(a)).
Another scenario is our previous description of a mafia fraud
where the legitimate prover P might be located very far from
the verifier V while the adversary is in the communication
range of V (depicted in Figure 2(b)). In this case the adversary
A relays messages between P and V (i.e. corresponding to
stage 1 of the described attack). Obviously, by simply relaying
messages the distance bounding protocol will fail since the
legitimate prover P is located quite far from the verifier
V. Nevertheless, the adversary A will be able to restart the
protocol (i.e. stage 2 of the described attack) and use the
information it received from Stage 1 to get authenticated.
Complexity of the attack: As described above, the success of
P
P

A

V

A

(a) Attack Scenario 1
Fig. 2.

V

(b) Attack Scenario 2
Attack scenarios

the attack depends on calculating/guessing correctly the offsets
p and q and the length L. If we denote by Ps the success
probability of one iteration of the guess phase in the attack
and by Pp , Pq and PL the probability to successfully guess

the offsets p and q and the length L correspondingly then it
holds that:
Ps  Pp  Pq  PL .

The number of repetitions is thus 1{Ps on average.
The value PL depends on the min-entropy of the distribution
of L in the protocol (a value unspecified in [22]). By guessing
that L  arg max` PrL  `s, we have PL  2Emin pLq , where
Emin pLq is the min-entropy of L.
The distribution that minimizes the Emin pLq over a given
set of values is the uniform distribution. The adversary knows
that the verifier must send the nonce NV , preceded by the
hidden marker. Thus, its guess of L ranges over the values
t0, 1, . . . , |streamV |  |NV |u. Thus, it holds that:
1
PL ¥
|streamV |  n .

Here, n is the length of the prover and verifier nonces, as
specified in the protocol. If A knows the location of P and V
that implies that Pp  1, while Pq is given by:
1
1

Pq 
|NP | n .
Otherwise, if the adversary does not know the position of
the prover and verifier, he must guess the offset p, thus:
Pp

 |stream 1 |  |N |  |stream1 |  n .
P
P
P

The success probability if p is known is thus:
1
Ps ¥
.
np|streamV |  nq
If p must be guessed, the probability is:
1
Ps ¥
.
np|streamV |  nqp|streamP |  nq
Significance of this result. In the worst case scenario, that of
an adversary who must guess the offset p as well as L and q,
the complexity is upper bounded by the value np|streamV |
nqp|streamP |nq as shown above. This is polynomial in n, as
a minimal efficiency requirement is to demand that the prover
and verifier run in polynomial time. To make the protocol
usable in practice, both streamV and streamP must be small.
Thus, in fact, the complexity of the adversary is quite small.
V. T HE LPDB P ROTOCOL
To combat the attack described in Section 4, we propose
the following protocol (depicted in Figure 3). We call it the
LPDB protocol, as for Location-Privacy Distance-Bounding.
We assume again that the prover P and verifier V share a
secret key K. The protocol is again composed of two phases:
the initialization phase and the distance bounding phase.
Initialization Phase: The prover P generates a random nonce
NP and sends it to the verifier V. The verifier V generates a
random nonce NV and sends it to the prover P. Both the prover
and the verifier use as input the concatenation of the nonces
NP and NV as input to a keyed pseudorandom function (fK )
and divide the output of the PRF into two parts, i.e.:
M }RP Ð
Ý fK pNP }NV q.
Finally, V generates another random value RV of length n.

Distance Bounding (DB) Phase: In this phase V computes a
streamV such that: streamV : RandV1 }M }RV }RandV2 .
P in a similar way to the RČ protocol parses the streamV ;
at the same time computes and sends the streamP such that:
streamP : RandP1 }RP ` R̂V }RandP2 . RandV1 , RandV2 ,
RandP1 , RandP2 denote random values generated by the
prover P and the verifier V respectively.
VI. S ECURITY OF THE LPDB P ROTOCOL
We briefly sketch here the security proof for our new
protocol. Location privacy works just like in [22]. In addition
to this, we can also formally prove resistance to distance fraud
and mafia fraud, assuming that f is a PRF.
Theorem 1: Assuming that f is a PRF, that RV is uniformly
distributed in a set of exponential size, that RP is in a set of
exponential size, the LPDB protocol in Section V is a distance
bounding protocol which provides location privacy, resistance
to distance fraud, and resistance to mafia fraud.
Sketch: We don’t redo the location-privacy part which is
as discussed in [22].
a) Distance fraud: Assuming that a malicious prover P can
pass the protocol with V although he is far away, we can
transform it into an algorithm which guesses a random RV
which is selected by someone else at random. This is because
no information about RV leaks from V and the prover must
send the correct value of RP ` RV before receiving RV .
b) Mafia fraud: Let A be an adversary who runs a mafia
fraud between a far away honest prover P and a verifier V.
Following the game reduction technique, we transform the
mafia fraud game into a game in which, for all NP and NV ,
there is at most one session of the prover protocol P and
one session of the verifier protocol V which use NP and NV .
So, the input to f does not collide in between two prover’s
sessions or two verifier’s sessions. Then, we replace f by a
truly random function in a bridging step based on the PRF
assumption on f . We obtain that M and RP are uniformly
distributed for the pair of matching prover-verifier sessions.
So, at the critical time when A must send RP ` RV (assuming
that he correctly guesses the position of M ), he received no
information about RP yet from P who is far away. So, the
probability to succeed is negligible.
VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we present in detail a mafia fraud attack against
the distance bounding protocol proposed by Rasmussen and
Čapkun. We argue that the attack can be easily deployed and
give the success probability of the attack which is quite high
when the streams exchanged during the distance bounding
phase have relatively short length; something that is implied if
the protocol will be used in practice. Furthermore, we propose
a new protocol that can be used to combat the attack and that
is provably secure. We should note here that the selection of
the random delays employed in the distance bounding phase
is critical in order to guarantee that the locations of the prover
and verifier remain private. We plan to investigate the selection
of these random delays in future work.
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The LPDB protocol.
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